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However, Willow felt beyond regretful after saying these words.  

When Rachel first told her all of this, she had reminded her repeatedly not to tell anyone else about it.  

Otherwise, Sean, Willow, and the others might face fatal danger.  

However, Willow was extremely worried that Quill would really try to murder Sean secretly.  

Therefore, she lost control over herself due to her extreme concern.  

Sean turned to Willow. However, he did not say anything.  

The room fell into momentary silence.  

Fion frowned slightly. She did not know what the nine-star commander was, but it sounded. like it was 

extremely powerful.  

“What’s a nine-star commander? Can I call myself a nine-star deity?”  

Quill sneered after realizing what she had said.  

He did not even try to conceal the scorn in his gaze.  

He did not even know what a nine-star commander was.  

Given his status in the Zimmer family, he would never have the right to be involved in those things.  

“Phew!”  

Willow glanced at Sean and let out a sigh of relief.  

Luckily, Quill did not know much about this. Therefore, he did not care much at all.  

There was a calm expression on Sean’s face. It was as if nothing could shake him right  

now.  

“Also, what can you do even if you had some skills previously?  

“I know that you were in the army previously, but that’s all in the past.  

“You’re just a piece of trash right now.  

“I’can make a fool out of you if I want to.”  

Quinn turned around to sneer at Sean. There was a mocking gaze in his eyes.  

As he mentioned, Sean possessed a considerably high status in the past.  

Otherwise, he would not have caught Old Master Quinn’s eyes. Old Master Quinn would not  

have let Willow get engaged with him.  



However, that was all in the past. Things were different now.  

Meanwhile, he was not a soldier anymore.  

He would not be able to protect anything in this world.  

Therefore, it was not surprising for Quill to be oblivious about what a nine-star commander  

was.  

Even if he knew about it, he would not feel afraid at all.  

That was because he only heard about a certain position. He did not know how terrifying that position 

was.  

“If I say  

that I’ll beat you, I’ll definitely be able to do so.”  

Sean raised his hands. Quill retreated a few steps at once.  

He had acted on instinct after the number of times Sean had beaten him up.  

Quill gritted his teeth slightly. He no longer remembered how many times Sean had.  

slapped his face.  

However, regardless of whether he brought his bodyguards with him or not and how many bodyguards 

he brought with him, he would still end up getting beaten up.  

“I won’t argue with trash like  

you.  

“Willow, I’ll ask you this once. Will you leave with me?  

“After today, there will be no use regretting your decision.”  

Quill turned to Willow. His voice was tinged with a threatening tone.  

“Willow is my woman..  

“If you continue speaking nonsense, I’ll make you leave this place on all fours.”  

Sean’s gaze slowly turned icier.  

How dare he threaten his woman in front of him? Did Quill really think that Sean would not dare to 

touch him?  

“Hmph! Your woman?  

“Are you and Willow married? What gives you the right to call her your woman?”  

Quill suddenly reached out his hand to point at Sean as he shouted out loudly.  

“Sean, your shirt is still in my room.  



“Since I wore that shirt last night. I’ll go and wash it now.”  

Before Sean could say anything, Willow spoke up and walked to the back.  

“Whoosh!”  

Quill and Fion turned around at the same time. They looked at Willow in disbelief.  

After that, they cast stiff gazes at Sean.  

“Did you guys sleep together?”  

Quill widened her eyes. There was an endless rage in his shocked gaze.  

“What does that have to do with you?”  

Sean felt extremely at ease right now.  

He did not expect Willow to speak to Fion so honestly.  

Things were way too late right now. The outcome was determined!  

“How dare you! Are you trying to anger me to death?!”  

Fion was beyond angered as well. She wished that Willow would marry Quill. In that case, they would 

live in riches in the future.  

However, Willow and Sean had already taken things so far.  

How could Quill still want to be with Willow?  

“F*ck!”  

Quill gritted his teeth and shouted out loud in rage. He then turned around and stormed away.  

He was afraid that he would not be able to resist stabbing Sean with a knife if he continued. staying 

here.  

Another man had won over the heart of the woman that he had loved and wanted for the past two 

years.  

Quill was so angry that he almost lost all sense of logic.  

“Young Master Zimmer! Hey, wait! Young Master Zimmer!”  

Fion shouted out at once. However, Quill did not turn around.  

This incident impacted him greatly. He was beyond shocked.  

“Sean, you b*stard!  

“Continue acting up! Willow has been looking after you for the past two years, yet you still ruined her!  

“You b*stard!”  

Fion was so angry that her face paled. She could not stop trembling all over.  



“I’ll look after my own woman.”  

Sean glanced at Fion as he spoke to her in a calm tone. 
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“Alright, alright! Let’s see if you can still say such words after tonight!”  

Fion screeched angrily. She then turned around and left.  

She could not change Willow’s mind right now. She had no choice but to calm Quill down first.  

Otherwise, if Quill gives up on Willow right now, the wonderful life that Fion had dreamed of would be 

gone.  

“Is she gone?”  

Willow walked out from the back of the room slowly. She then came to Sean’s side.  

Sean turned around and cast a complicated glance at Willow.  

By doing this, Willow had cut off her future options.  

Sean was at a disadvantage while Quill shone right like a star in the sky. Anyone could tell that Willow 

would have a bright future by getting together with Quill.  

However, Willow still told Fion and Quill the truth.  

Besides, she had told them that she had done everything with Sean.  

That way, there was nothing else that Willow could do right now.  

She had surrendered her purity and entrusted her future to Sean.  

“You’ve had it hard.”  

Sean reached out his hand to caress Willow’s face. He could not help but pity her.  

“Regardless of when or where, I have you, and you have me.”  

Willow and Sean met each other’s gazes. She spoke to him in a serious tone.  

“Right, I still have you.”  

Sean wrapped Willow in his arms as warmth surged within his heart endlessly.  

On the other hand.  

Fion ran out and rushed after Quill at once. She got into the car together with him.  

On the way back, Quill had a dark expression on his face. He kept pressing on the accelerator nonstop.  

The car’s engine let out an extremely loud revving sound.  

It was as if the car was a wild beast that was roaring out loud to vent the dissatisfaction in  



its heart.  

“Cough… About that, Young Master Zimmer….  

“I know Willow’s personality well. She must have said those words out of  

anger.  

“After all, you know that Willow has always been conservative.”  

Fion remained silent for a while. She then spoke up to Quill softly.  

Quill had a dark expression on his face. He was not saying anything.  

He had gotten close with Fion because of Willow..  

Meanwhile, Willow had already become Sean’s woman. Why did he still have to butter up Fion?  

Fion could not help but feel nervous after noticing that Quill was not saying anything.  

She was in the same boat as Quill since she had completely fallen out with Sean right now.  

If Quill abandoned her, she would not be able to rely on anyone else.  

“Sean must die!”  

Quill looked ahead of him and said through gritted teeth.  

“Right, Sean must die!  

“As long as he dies, Willow will give up on him.”  

Fion nodded repeatedly. Right now, her mind was fully fixated on how she should separate Willow and 

Sean.  

Besides, she truly had no other way out right now.  

Therefore, as long as she could get on Quill’s side, she would not care about anything.  

Quill turned around to glance at Fion. Suddenly, he thought about an extremely cunning plan.  

As long as this plan was successful, Willow would definitely lose all her reputation. She would not be 

able to continue staying in River City.  

By then, Willow would beg Quill to marry her, and he would not even bother to spare her a glance.  

Quill’s sneer grew wider when he thought about this.  

“Aunt Fion, it seems like Willow truly wants to be with Sean. Why don’t we just let them be?  

“After all, it’s inappropriate for me to force myself on her. I don’t lack women right now.  

“Mr. Thomson told me that he wanted to introduce me to a young woman from a wealthy family in 

Janestown.  

Fion widened her eyes at once after hearing what Quill said.  



Meanwhile, Quill secretly studied Fion’s expression.  

It looked like his attempt at playing hard to get was effective.  

“Don’t do this, Young Master Zimmer!  

“Willow was just fooled by Sean. She’s not acting on her own accord!  

“Can you really bear to watch Willow being tied down by Sean, that useless trash, for an entire 

lifetime?”  

Fion felt extremely frantic. She spoke quickly to Quill.  

“What else can I do?  

“Willow wants to be with that trash.”  

Quill shook his head slightly. He looked extremely exasperated.  

“Don’t mind it! Willow just hasn’t realized how reality is.  

“Give me some time. I’ll definitely make her realize that she should choose you.”  

Fion felt more and more anxious as she spoke. If Quill got engaged with someone else, Willow would 

lose her chance!  

“Aunt Fion, I really feel rather tired now.”  

Quill intentionally put on a sad and disappointed expression on his face.  

“Young Master Zimmer, you’ve come so far. How can you give up?  

“Won’t you be able to kill Sean soon?  

“By then, Willow will definitely come to her senses.”  

Fion kept advising Quill repeatedly.  

Quinn pretended to ponder upon it. After a while, he nodded slightly, a  

“Aunt Fion, if you insist on making Willow get together with me, it isn’t completely impossible for us to 

do so.” 
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“However, I’d like to have a try-out period before our marriage.”  

Fion was stunned after hearing what Quill said..  

A try-out period?  

In other words, he wanted both of them to try living together before marriage.  

However, in reality, that meant that he could sleep with Willow before they got married!  

As Willow’s mother, how could Fion let her daughter do something like that?  



“Aunt Fion, I’ve liked Willow for two years. I’ve expressed my sincerity to her. I’ve shown her how 

determined I am to be with her as well.  

“The Quinn family should show some sincerity as well, right?  

“Besides, isn’t Willow staying with Sean right now?”  

Quill kept talking when he noticed that Fion was not saying anything.  

The implications behind his words were extremely simple.  

Willow had slept with Sean. Why could she not sleep with him?  

If Fion wanted him to marry Willow, she had to give him the chance to try her out first.  

This was just like a transactional deal.  

Fion did not want to agree with him, but she did not know how she should refuse his  

suggestion.  

“What if Willow has already…”  

Fion gritted her teeth and boldly started speaking.  

“Regardless of what happens, I just want Willow to show me her sincerity.  

“If she manages to do so, I can disregard what happened previously and marry her.”  

Quill phrased things extremely nicely and from the moral high ground.  

“Sure!”  

Fion nodded after a momentary silence.  

Although it was rather inappropriate for her to do so, she had no other choice.  

She had to do this so that Willow and the Quinn family could receive the support of the Zimmer family.  

Fion was left with no other choice.  

“Alright! We have reached an agreement.”  

Quill slowly sneered in his heart.  

Fion had agreed to his request.  

As long as Fion agreed to his request, he would have the chance to be with Willow.  

“Willow, you b*tch, how dare you sleep with Sean before marriage!  

“When the time comes, I’ll sleep with you, film it, and post it online. I’ll make you famous.”  

There was a cold chill in the depths of Quill’s eyes.  

He would definitely not marry Willow after everything that she had done with Sean:  



However, he was not willing to give up just like that.  

Therefore, he needed to take revenge.  

Otherwise, it would be hard for him to bear how Willow had hurt him.  

In the evening.  

Sean brought Willow out to shop.  

Jen-Bond Holdings would be organizing a large-scale gala tonight.  

Since Sean was invited, the others would definitely call him a coward if he did not show up.  

Besides, if Sean did not show up, did that not mean that Jen-Bond Holdings would have already driven 

him out?  

Therefore, not only would Sean attend the gala, but he also made plenty of preparations in  

advance.  

Willow would attend the gala together with him.  

That is why Sean brought Willow out to purchase the gown that she would be wearing to the gala.  

Willow rarely participated in such events all along.  

Therefore, she did not have anything that she could wear to the gala.  

“Sean, let’s not buy anything. I shouldn’t attend the gala.”  

Willow said softly as she walked beside Sean.  

She had just taken a look at the prices of the high-end gowns just now. The prices were. shockingly 

expensive.  

Willow had never worn such an expensive gown before.  

In the past, she might not have thought much about it.  

After all, they all lived in villas that cost more than a million dollars. The price of a gown would not seem 

much to her.  

However, ever since finding out that Sean had gotten all of his money from Reach For Will Group, she 

was worried that Sean would owe them a hefty sum of money.  

“Go on. Of course, you need to be there.”  

“Don’t worry, I’ll always be here.”  

Sean did not mind at all. He pointed at a black gown with a beautiful wispy design. He then asked Willow 

to try it on.  

“Alright…”  



Willow could only listen to his words in exasperation.  

A sales assistant cast an evaluative glance at the clothes that Sean and Willow were wearing. A look of 

impatience appeared in her eye.  

However, she did not say anything. She prepared the gown and let Willow try it on.  

Of course, she did not expect them to purchase anything.  

As a worker in the shop of a luxury brand, the sales assistant naturally judged others easily.  

She could tell the social status of Sean and Willow after looking at the clothes that they  

wore.  

She could even tell that they did not have much money from the gaze in Willow’s eyes.  

Someone with the ability to purchase such an expensive gown would not have such an expression in 

their eyes.  

Willow looked like she did not belong as she was trying to purchase something that she could not 

afford.  

Therefore, the sales assistant turned around and walked to the side to greet another client. after 

handing the gown to Willow.  

After a while, Willow walked out of the fitting room in the black gown.  

“Sean, do I look good…”  

Willow blushed slightly as she called out to Sean softly.  

Initially, Sean was looking at his phone. He raised his head to look up after hearing her call. out to him. 

He was then completely stunned.  

She was beautiful!  

She was way too gorgeous!  

She was beyond gorgeous. She was capable of capturing everyone’s hearts!  

It was as if this gown was made for Willow.  

It looked extremely fitting on her.  

The aura that Willow exuded perfectly accentuated the design of the dress.  

The black gown made Willow look cold and beautiful.  

The hem of the wispy dress covered her body lightly, giving her a hint of sexiness.  

She had a thin waist and curvy hips. Her body was voluptuous in all the right places.  

Sean looked at her in a stupor.  



“How’s it?”  

Willow raised the gown with both of her hands and turned around once.  

Her fair and smooth back, which was exposed in the dress, looked beyond attractive.  

The clients and sales assistants in the shop were all stunned.  

Plenty of girls admired Willow’s figure and aura.  

Her figure was perfectly proportioned. She looked good in anything that she wore!  

She looked pretty in anything..  

She was shockingly beautiful!  

“How beautiful…”  

Sean slowly spoke up. He could not help but praise her.  

“I’ll buy it.”  

Sean took out his bank card and glanced at the sales assistant by the side.. 
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“What?”  

The sales assistant was stunned.  

She did not expect Sean to act so decisively.  

Was he going to pay for the gown with his card without even asking about the price?  

Willow immediately turned to Sean.  

At the very least, he should ask if the price was within their budget!  

“It’s alright. It’s worth it as long as my woman looks good in it.”  

Sean chuckled and cast a comforting glance at Willow.  

“This…”  

Willow blushed slightly.  

Her relationship with Sean had not progressed much last night.  

However, both of them seemed to have become closer than before.  

Besides, Willow realized that Sean was now more dominant than he was before.  

“Sir, this gown costs 10 thousand dollars. Are you sure you’d like to purchase it?”  

The sales assistant’s expression changed instantly. She smiled as she looked at Sean.  

The customers standing around them looked at Sean as well.  



After all, the clothes in this shop were usually priced between 750 to 3000 dollars.  

This gown cost 10 thousand dollars. It was extremely pricey!  

“10 thousand dollars?”  

Sean was stunned after hearing the price.  

Willow turned around at once as she knew that Sean was tight on his finances lately due to the crisis 

that his company was facing.  

“I don’t like this gown. I don’t want it anymore.”  

After speaking, Willow headed to the fitting room to change her clothes.  

The sales assistant’s expression stiffened as her smile gradually disappeared.  

Meanwhile, the customers around them chuckled as well.  

How could someone purchase such an expensive piece of clothing just like that? “10 thousand dollars is 

too little.  

“I want a better gown. Get me the most expensive one.”  

Sean’s words shocked everyone once again.  

Willow went over to stand next to Sean. She then turned to him, stunned.  

“You only deserve the best gown here.”  

Sean caressed Willow’s head with a doting gaze in his eyes.  

“But…”  

Willow was still rather hesitant.  

She could not help but worry about the status of Sean’s company.  

Therefore, she wanted to help him save his money as much as possible.  

“Don’t say anything. Just listen to me.  

“All the elites in River City will participate in tonight’s gala.  

“You can’t lose out.”  

Sean patted Willow’s bare back and said with a chuckle..  

“Is that so? Alright!”  

Willow was stunned after hearing what he said. She then nodded at once.  

Naturally, she was overjoyed that she could participate in the gala as Sean’s date.  

Of course, she could not embarrass him.  



“Sir, does that mean that this gown doesn’t meet your requirements?”  

The sales assistant, whose smile had almost faded just now, grinned widely once again.  

The other customers looked over with shocked expressions on their faces.  

Did a gown that cost almost 10 thousand dollars not meet his requirements?  

Was he bluffing everyone?  

“Take out the best gown you have in this shop.”  

Sean nodded and said softly.  

“Sir, please come over here.  

“This is the VIP zone. You’ll definitely be able to find something that you like in here.”  

The sales assistant was overjoyed. She tried to bring Sean into a room by the side at once.  

“Wait! There’s a VIP zone here?  

“Why didn’t you let us go in?”  

Suddenly, a young man around Sean’s age dragged the girl beside him over.  

The other customers all nodded as well.  

“Sir, only VIP customers of the shop can enter the VIP zone.  

*Please follow our rules and regulations.”  

The sales assistant smiled as she replied to him courteously.  

Truthfully, all the clothes in the VIP zone cost more than 15 thousand dollars.  

So what if regular people could enter the area?  

They would just be taking up space for no reason.  

“Why should I follow your rules?  

“Are they VIP customers?”  

The young man pointed at Sean as he asked in an extremely dissatisfied tone.  

Meanwhile, there were dissatisfied expressions on the faces of the other sales assistants as well.  

They were competing for customers among themselves. However, one of the sales assistants was 

disobeying the shop’s rules by bringing a regular customer into the VIP zone. Naturally, they were not 

happy about it.  

“This…”  

The sales assistant beside Sean was at a loss for words.  



“See, they aren’t VIP customers, right?  

“We’re all regular customers. Why can’t we go in when they’re allowed to go in?”  

The young man spoke louder when he noticed that the sales assistant was not saying anything.  

The few other sales assistants and the customers took his side as well.  

“Stop making noise. I’ll just become a VIP customer.”  

Sean no longer wanted to continue hearing the bicker between them. He looked at the sales assistant at 

once.  

“I’ll become a VIP customer as well! I have the ability to do so as well!”  

The young man took out a bank card and handed it to one of the sales assistants.  

The few other male customers were tempted to do so under their girlfriends’ persuasion.  

People who were capable of shopping in a luxury brand store like this were more than capable of 

applying for a membership card.  

“Sir, there are two ways for our customers to become a VIP at our shop.  

“You can either spend up to 45 thousand dollars in this shop or top-up 45 thousand dollars to your 

card.”  

The sales assistant beside Sean spoke to him softly.  

“I’ll top-up 45 thousand dollars to my card.”  

Sean held his card in between his fingers and handed it to the sales assistant.  

“What? 45 thousand dollars?”  

The young man and the other customers were all instantly stunned. 
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45 thousand dollars was not a small sum of money!  

Although the customers were capable of purchasing clothes that cost 3 thousand dollars, that did not 

mean that they could pay a sum of 45 thousand dollars easily.  

“This…”  

The young man was momentarily stunned. His face then flushed red as he retrieved his bank card from 

the sales assistant.  

“I won’t make the application for now…”  

The young man’s face turned bright red. He wished that he could bury himself in a hole.  

The other customers quietly kept their bank cards in their pockets once again.  



What a joke. It cost 45 thousand dollars, not 4 thousand dollars!  

The female customers all had unhappy expressions on their faces.  

In particular, the girlfriend of the young man flushed bright red as she let go of his arm.  

“Sir, are you sure you would like to apply for a VIP membership?”  

The sales assistant looked at Sean and asked him for final confirmation.  

“He can’t afford it either,”  

The young man was still unwilling to back down.  

“Yes.  

“The password is 123456.”  

Sean nodded. He did not even bother to look at that young man even once.  

“Alright, sir. Please wait for a moment.”  

The sales assistant immediately took the bank card to the cashier to complete the application.  

Actually, she felt rather anxious as well.  

If Sean really applied for a membership, she would earn a huge sum of commission.  

However, there had to be enough funds on Sean’s card for the application to be completed successfully.  

A lot of people wanted to make an application, but they did not have enough money. The sales 

assistants had seen many such cases.  

“Hmph! I’d like to see him do it.”  

The other customers and sales assistants stopped looking at the clothes. They looked at. the cashier 

with widened eyes. They wanted to see if Sean was capable of paying 45 thousand dollars to apply for a 

VIP membership.  

“Ding!  

“The transaction is successful.  

“The transaction is successful, 45 thousand dollars has been deducted from your account!”  

After the sales assistant swiped the card, a notification suddenly rang out.  

“Whoosh!”  

Everyone in the shop widened their eyes at the same time.  

They thought that Sean was a loser, but he ended up being such a capable person.  

He managed to pay 45 thousand dollars just like that?  

Just then, the young man’s face flushed even redder. His neck turned red as he remained speechless.  



“Cough… I shouldn’t have judged a book by its cover. This young man is really amazing!” “Since he’s 

capable of paying 45 thousand dollars just to apply for a membership card. that means that he must 

have at least 140 thousand dollars on his card, right?”  

“He must be from a wealthy family. Otherwise, he definitely won’t be able to earn so much. money on 

his own.”  

Everyone discussed softly. The tones of their voices were full of jealousy.  

After all, these people usually wore branded clothes. Other people viewed them as wealthy. people as 

well, a  

However, Sean had taught them a lesson today.  

“Mr. Lennon, here’s your bank card.  

“This is your membership card. Your card will be registered under the same name as your bank card.”  

The sales assistant handed the membership card to Sean courteously.  

She treated him with the utmost respect.  

Sean nodded lightly and accepted the card. He then handed it over to Willow.  

All the women in the shop cast looks of admiration at Willow.  

“Can we go in now?”  

The sales assistant standing next to Sean asked the other sales assistants.  

The other sales assistants all lowered their heads. They did not dare to stop her from  

doing anything.  

Although they were all sales assistants in the shop, Sean’s sales assistant was lucky to be able to get a 

high-spending customer like Sean. It was useless for them to be jealous of her.  

“If I knew that he was so wealthy, I should’ve greeted him first…”  

“Hmph, I was drinking water just now. Otherwise, she wouldn’t have gotten the chance to greet him!”  

The few sales assistants mumbled in their hearts. They were extremely upset.  

The commission that Sean’s sales assistant had earned from his membership card application, which 

cost 45 thousand dollars, was more than their monthly salary!  

Sean and Willow followed the sales assistant into a room next door under watchful gazes.  

This room was smaller than the main shop outside.  

everyone’s  

However, it was decorated extremely extravagantly. There were crystal chandeliers in the  

room.  



The floor was covered in a soft goatskin rug. The lighting in the room was not too bright. It was just at 

the right level of dimness.  

“Mr. Lennon, Ms. Quinn, I’ll be your personal sales assistant in the future.  

“This is my name card. If you have any requests, you can call me anytime.  

“Ms. Quinn, you can tell me about your personal preferences and the event that you’ll be attending. I’ll 

help you choose a gown.”  

The sales assistant’s service was impeccable right now.  

When Sean and Willow entered the room, someone immediately served them desserts and drinks.  

There was a lounge next to the room. While Willow was choosing her gown, Sean sat in the lounge and 

rested.  

They were the only clients in the VIP zone.  

It felt like they had booked the entire room.  

Sean sat down on his chair as his gaze slowly trailed after Willow.  

It was hard for him to believe that a woman had actually stolen all of his heart given his past status. 

Willow Quinn was the only woman in his eyes right now.  

Willow was in a daze as the sales assistant showed her all the different gowns.  

There were not many clothes in the VIP zone, but each gown looked extremely luxurious and 

extravagant.  

Besides, the designs were extremely unique as well. They were not common designs.  

Soon enough, one of the gowns caught Willow’s eye. It was a dark-blue-colored gown. However, she 

could not resist sticking her tongue out after seeing the price.  

She could not believe that a gown cost more than 15 thousand dollars. 
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Two years ago, most of Willow’s most expensive clothes were little more than 15 bucks in order to pay 

for Sean’s medical treatment and medications.  

Later, after Sean recovered, he often took her to shop at luxurious stores.  

Nonetheless, they had never spent up to 15 grand like this!  

“Ms. Quinn, the dress is the perfect size for you.  

“Also, our brand had hired a famous designer from Paris, France, to finalize the design, and requested 

Alice, a famous Italian tailor, to finish it by hand.  

“It can be said that there is only one piece in the entire Dragon Kingdom.”  

The shop assistant noticed Willow’s eyes and immediately gave a detailed introduction.  



“If you like it, why not give it a try?”  

Sean said aloud from behind.  

“Well, okay!”  

Willow thought about the evening reception and nodded.  

As for Sean, he waited patiently outside.  

Very soon, Willow walked out of the fitting room wearing a dark blue evening dress.  

Sean was immediately somewhat speechless upon laying his eyes on her.  

Even the word ‘beautiful’ was hard to mutter.  

The dark blue dress looked splendid on Willow’s tall figure.  

A couple of diamonds embedded on the edges made her look even more gorgeous.  

Willow indeed looked like a devastatingly beautiful princess.  

Graceful and luxurious, just like a queen.  

Willow felt that this dress was a little revealing, so when she turned to face Sean, she was slightly 

blushing.  

Clap clap clap!  

Sean clapped his hands and complimented her without hesitation.  

It was the first time Willow noticed that Sean was capable of flattering words as well.  

It was just that Sean was not simply saying words of flattery, but he was truly speaking from his heart.  

At this moment, Willow was the epitome of beauty.  

She was even more beautiful than those world-class models.  

Even the shop assistant next to them was a little dumbfounded.  

From the way the dress wrapped around her to her demeanor, Willow was even more beautiful than the 

ambassador of their brand!  

“Ms. Quinn, why… Please wait, I’ll have to ask our store manager to come over.  

“If you’re willing to be the ambassador for our store, I’ll apply to give this dress to you free of charge!”  

At this stage, the shop assistant was no longer interested in getting her commission anymore.  

“Really?”  

Willow was delighted to hear this and wanted to agree.  

“No need. I’ll buy it.”  



However, Sean refused almost instantly.  

He did not want his woman to be flaunted in public.  

“Well, this one’s his call.”  

Willow hesitated for less than a second and proceeded to nod.  

“Alright… I was being thoughtless…”  

Only then did the shop assistant realize that Sean probably was not lacking in money to buy designer 

clothing.  

“Let’s just get this one.”  

Sean looked over a few more seconds and kept thinking that something was missing.  

The bottom of Willow’s neck looked empty.  

It’s jewelry!  

She was missing a necklace.  

“Wrap up this one, and that black one together.”  

After Sean finished talking, the shop assistant immediately left happily to handle the sales. procedure.  

Soon, after paying, Sean and Willow walked out of the store together.  

The customers who were in the store earlier were filled with  

envy.  

“I made you spend so much money again, Sean.”  

Willow sat in the car, still feeling a little distressed.  

The two dresses cost more than 30 grand, which was simply unimaginable.  

“It’s alright. I just wanted to give you the best.”  

Sean smiled while shaking his head, then drove to the jewelry store.  

River City Jewelry Street.  

The Blessing Dragon Jewelry had a flagship store here.  

As a big-name jeweler in Dragon Kingdom, the quality of their jewelry was guaranteed.  

Sean brought Willow all the way here.  

Very quickly, he picked up a shiny diamond necklace.  

Women had no resistance to such shiny little things.  

Hence, Willow was also finding it difficult to hide the joy in her heart.  



While wearing the necklace, she stared at the mirror for a while.  

With a smile on his face, Sean was about to take out his bank card and buy it for her.  

“Why! It’s truly a small world!”  

Suddenly, there was a sneer from behind.  

Sean looked back, and it was truly a small world. 

Chapter 977  

The person talking was Quill.  

Moreover, Quill was with Fion by his side.  

Behind the two, four bodyguards in black wearing black sunglasses were following them closely, a  

Sean glanced at Quill, then looked away.  

Quill had a sneer on his face. He was no longer expecting Willow to leave Sean for him  

now.  

He merely needed to use Fion to get Willow.  

Therefore, he brought Fion over to buy some luxury goods to build good relations with her.  

It was just that he did not expect to bump into Sean and Willow here..  

“What on earth are you doing, Willow?  

“How much longer are you going to be fooled by him?”  

Fion did not care about other customers in the store and she immediately shouted at  

Willow.  

With an embarrassed look on her face, Willow immediately took Sean’s hand and was  

about to leave.  

“What’s this? Are you still trying to impress someone beyond your means?  

“You’re just a dog for the Reach For Will Group. Now they don’t even need a dog like you anymore, and 

you still don’t get it?  

*Can you even afford to come to the jewelry store?”  

Quill stepped forward immediately and shouted while pointing at Sean.  

“Why do you insist on courting disaster?  

“Don’t you know that disaster won’t strike if you don’t court it?”  

Sean frowned slightly, the patience in his heart was gradually exhausted.  



Quill was getting excessive and incredibly overbearing.  

Sean originally thought that he would be taking Jen-Bond Holdings down first, and then go for the 

Zimmer family.  

Nonetheless, Quill was getting more and more relentless.  

Quill took two steps back, hid behind his bodyguards, and pointed at Sean again.  

“Ha! I’m here to buy jewelry. Is that any of your business?  

“Today, whatever you’re interested in, I’ll get it.  

“I’d like to see how much money you have.  

“You’re nothing compared to the Quill Zimmer.”  

“Are you trying to compete with me on who has more money?”  

Sean paused, and a sneer suddenly appeared on the corner of his mouth.  

In his heart, there was also a rather drastic resolution.  

However, what was wrong with being drastic for Willow’s sake?  

Besides, he had the power anyway.  

“Yes, and what can you do about it?  

“Come on now, tell me which one you have your eyes on. I’ll immediately bid a higher price. for it!”  

Quill looked smug and his eyes were filled with provocation.  

Moreover, many customers in the store also gathered around to watch the show.  

“Okay! Let’s see if you’re able to keep up.”  

Sean immediately pulled Willow and walked over to a counter.  

“Well, this…”  

Sean pointed to a silver bracelet and was about to speak.  

Quill immediately took two steps forward, glanced at it, and said, “A silver bracelet worth at hundred 

bucks? Is that all?  

“It doesn’t matter. I’ll buy it! I’ll give you 150 for it!”  

Quill’s bold move instantly attracted everyone’s attention.  

“This… and this one.”  

Sean ignored Quill and pointed at even cheaper jewelry.  

Quill, Fion, the customers, and shop assistants were all somewhat speechless.  



This Sean guy was accompanied by such a beautiful woman on his side, yet he wanted to buy all these 

cheap goods?  

On the contrary, Willow seemed calm. She was in disbelief that Sean could buy her clothes. worth five 

figures, and was reluctant to let him get her four-figure jewelry.  

Besides, as long as it was from Sean, even if it costs ten dollars, she would have been happy with it.  

“I’d like everything that he picked out!  

“Right this instant! Wrap them up for me!”  

Quill was so arrogant that he barely batted an eyelid at the end.  

“And also this…”  

Sean pointed to another piece of jewelry.  

“I want that too. I’ll give you an extra grand for it.”  

Quill glanced at it immediately and spoke up again.  

He noticed that Sean’s taste was really bad.  

The jewelry Sean chose was not only cheap but also very ugly in style.  

Nevertheless, it did not matter. As long as he could suppress Sean and humiliate him in public, he could 

not care less about spending this pocket change.  

“These…  

The people around them could barely comprehend the situation unfolding in front of them one bit.  

What was even more incomprehensible came later on.  

“Other than the ones I picked out earlier, wrap up all the other jewelry on the counters for  

me.”  

Sean reached out and tapped on the glass counter while saying calmly.  

Swoosh!  

Quill’s scornful laughter came to an abrupt end.  

The entire store suddenly fell into a dead silence. 

Chapter 978  

Did he say wrap all of them up?  

These words were akin to thunder clapping, continuously echoing in everyone’s ears.  

Was he trying to swipe the store clean?  



They had seen people buying an entire crate of vegetables, booking an entire movie hall, or even 

reserving an entire restaurant for the night. Yet who here had even seen someone buying an entire 

store’s worth of jewelry?  

There were several counters by Sean’s sides, and with all the various bracelets and necklaces added 

together, there were perhaps hundreds of pieces.  

According to the current gold price, each gold bracelet that was about 30 grams would cost more than 2 

grand.  

With hundreds of pieces of jewelry here, even if the average piece was around 1.5 grand, the total 

would amount to hundreds of grand!  

The main question was that what was the purpose of buying so much jewelry in one go?  

“We’re here to get jewelry. Are these two simply putting on a show?”  

“Tsk! They’re probably talking big. Who’d simply spend hundreds of grand on so much jewelry?”  

“That’s impossible! He’s just angry right now. He can’t afford that.”  

The surrounding customers put down the jewelry in their hands one after another,  

distracted by the commotion.  

There were also many customers who had just entered the store, and they also gathered around to 

watch the unfolding drama.  

“Don’t be impulsive, Sean…”  

Willow hurriedly grabbed Sean’s hand and kept giving him a look.  

Sean was not panicking one bit and merely held onto Willow’s hand.  

His eyes were filled with slight provocation as he looked at Quill.  

“Are… you going to outbid me?”  

When he spoke such a sentence, Quill was stunned for a moment.  

He never expected that it was a trap from the start.  

However, Quill himself had made a loud statement before that he would pay a higher price for any 

jewelry that Sean chose.  

At this point, with countless customers around as witnesses, and in front of Willow, Quill  

had no other choice.  

He never thought that he was shooting himself in the foot.  

“Are you courting death, Sean? How dare you  

trick me?”  



Quill gritted his teeth and his face was fully distorted.  

At this moment, Fion and Willow both discovered something.  

That was… Sean was not only capable of destroying Quill in terms of fighting.  

Quill was also the one who was completely lacking in terms of IQ.  

Sean was able to make Quill eat his own words by simply making a single move.  

As Fion thought of this, her face became more and more gloomy.  

Even if Quill’s IQ was not as good as Sean’s, so what?  

As long as the Zimmer family had their strong background, it was more than enough!  

Moreover, the Zimmer family’s connections and background were something that Sean did not have.  

“Don’t go too far now, Sean Lennon.”  

Fion stepped forward as well, trying to help Quill.  

“Too far?  

“I was just asking him if he’s outbidding me.  

“If not, I’ll be taking all of them.  

“In any case, Willow likes all of these anyway.”  

As Sean was speaking, he was taking his card out.  

“Hold it!”  

Quill was certainly not willing to let himself get humiliated, so he quickly reached out to stop him.  

However, if he really did this, he would still feel very distressed.  

The Zimmer family had recently joined Jen-Bond Holdings, which made their financial. situation much 

better.  

However, the Zimmer family still owed a lot of debts, and truth be told, they were not exactly capable of 

living a lavish life right now.  

If Quill were to spend thousands of dollars to buy a bunch of jewelry, he would certainly get cursed out 

by Jon.  

Nonetheless, the ladies’ man Quill Zimmer was already in over his head, so how could he stop now?  

“I’ll buy them!  

“I won’t let you get one single thing today!”  

Quill stepped forward and threw the card onto the counter.  

“Woah. Isn’t that Young Master Zimmer?  



“Sure enough, he’s certainly impressive! He can’t back away even if he could!  

“That’s what they called money is everything! I’m so envious!”  

Among the customers, someone recognized Quill and immediately exclaimed.  

When Quill heard this, it made him even more determined to spend.  

“Well, swipe it! Swipe it this instant!”  

Quill was in high spirits and urged the shop assistant again.  

“Well…”  

Several of the shop assistants behind the counters were somewhat confused.  

After all, they had never encountered such a situation before even after working for so long.  

So for a moment, they were at a loss.  

“That’s not right. Everything should be first come first serve.  

“I wanted these jewelry first.”  

Sean glanced at Quill, and he deliberately made his tone sound slightly dissatisfied.  

“Why? Unwilling to admit defeat?  

“I simply would take all the things you picked out. Even if you truly want to buy them, do you even have 

that much money?  

“If you don’t, just sit there and watch.  

“Allow me to give these jewelry to Willow instead.”  

Quill had a look of disdain and pride in his eyes,  

“Sir, this is inappropriate…  

The shop assistants of this jewelry store were all trained, after all, so she did not simply try  

to dismiss Sean.  

“What’s inappropriate?  

“What I have is money, and he might not be able to afford it anyway.”  

Quill reached out and banged on the counter, acting all rich and imposing.  

“Well…”  

The shop assistant still looked over toward Sean. 

Chapter 979  

“Sure! If he wants it, then give it to him.”  



Sean actually backed off and took his card back.  

“Heh. I knew it. You don’t even have the money and still act all pretentious, and even set up a trap for 

me.  

“But then again, so what?  

“It’s only a hundred grand, that’s what I spend on a night out.”  

Quill guessed and thought Sean simply could not fork out that much money..  

Initially, Sean was able to live his life so well by relying on Reach For Will Group.  

Now that Jen-Bond Holdings had settled in River City, even Reach For Will Group was overwhelmed, so 

how could Reach For Will Group spare the effort to care about Sean?  

Perhaps in a few days, Sean’s car and house would be repossessed by Reach For Will Group.  

The more Quill thought about it, the more complacent he became.  

“Aunt Fion, you can choose whichever jewelry you’d like.  

“These are all for you and Willow.”  

Quill waved his hand, acting all rich and magnanimous.  

“Sure!”  

Fion stepped forward beaming with joy, she would certainly not restrain herself around Quill.  

As for the shop assistants in the jewelry store, seeing that Sean had no objection, and Quill insisted on 

buying it, they could only oblige.  

All kinds of jewelry were slowly taken out from the counter.  

Gold was priced by its weight, and diamonds and the like were priced according to the listed price.  

None of the customers in the store left, and instead, more and more of them gathered  

around.  

Someone was buying so much jewelry in one go.  

They had never heard of such a thing before.  

Seeing this kind of situation unfolding was even more exciting than buying jewelry for themselves!  

Many people even took out their mobile phones and took videos.  

When all kinds of gold and jewelry were piled up together, they looked extremely shiny and dazzling.  

The diamonds were even more dazzling under the refraction of the light.  

Quill thoroughly enjoyed the admiration of the crowd. His eyes were filled with pride.  

“Willow, I’ve bought every single piece in this store.  



“So pick out which one you like, and take anything.”  

Quill looked at Willow, ignoring Sean’s existence..  

“It’s alright, thanks anyway.”  

Willow leaned closer to Sean and did not even look at the jewelry.  

She indeed liked them.  

Most girls liked these shiny, golden things, and Willow was no exception.  

However, just because she liked them, it did not mean she had to have them.  

Moreover, these belonged to Quill so she did not want them even more.  

“Hehe…”  

Quill sneered. He was not angry, but he turned to Sean again.  

“Why? Aren’t you leaving? What are you waiting for?  

“Weren’t you planning on buying jewelry for Willow? Why aren’t you making a peep now?  

“You’ve really done something beyond your capabilities to look impressive! You standing around here 

and not leaving, are you hoping for me to toss you a piece or so?”  

At this moment, as the winner, Quill was speaking without any restraint.  

Well, he had the money so he could do whatever he wanted.  

Meanwhile, Sean had no money.  

So he should stand aside and endure it.  

However, Sean did not say a word and waited silently..  

The customers around were getting a little contemptuous of Sean. Initially, they truly thought Sean was 

some sort of big shot.  

In the end, he was nothing but a fake?  

It was simply ridiculous and hilarious.  

For a while, everyone around was talking in a low voice.  

Of course, everyone around was on Quill’s side.  

Quill was able to be that pretentious because he had the capability to do so. a  

Sean, on the other hand, was doing something beyond his means just to act impressive. Was that not 

just deceiving himself?  

“He even has such a beautiful woman on his side. What a shame.”  

“Right? Although he’s kind of good-looking, that’s still not something he can make a living of.”  



“In this money-driven society, cash is still king!”  

“Don’t mention that anymore. This beautiful lady’s just blinded.”  

The voices of the crowd were not loud at first, but in the end, they were no longer as restrained, 

allowing Sean and the others to hear them clearly.  

“Let’s go, Sean.”  

Willow did not want to stick around here to be mocked like a monkey and tugged at Sean’s  

arm.  

“I haven’t gotten you your jewelry yet, wait up.”  

Sean shook his head and gave Willow a reassuring look.  

Although Willow had no clue where Sean was getting his confidence from,  

When she saw Sean’s eyes, she still nodded involuntarily.  

Sean’s eyes had the sort of ability to fill you with confidence.  

“Young Master Zimmer, we’ve wrapped up your purchases.”  

Several shop assistants had packed up all the jewelry and put them on the counter.  

Quill, on the other hand, paid about 150 grand for everything.  

“What do you think, Sean? How about you try and plead with me? I’ll let you pick one of them.”  

Quill pointed at the pile of jewelry, his face filled with mockery.  

All these times, he had been slapped like a little b*tch by Sean’s hand.  

This time around, it was finally time for payback.  

Quill’s pretentiousness today was making him feel confident all over.  

It was just that he had no idea once he was done with the role Sean set for him, it was about time for 

Sean to take action. 

Chapter 980  

Knock knock!  

Sean reached out and tapped the glass counter.  

“There’s a rare necklace in your shop, right? The treasure of your store?  

“Can you take that out and let me have a look?”  

When Sean said these words, Quill and Fion, as well as all the other customers were stunned.  

What necklace? What treasure of the store?  



Even Willow was shocked.  

The store manager who had just swiped Quill’s card hurried over after hearing this.  

“How did you know about that, sir?”  

The store manager was really surprised.  

After all, not many people knew about this.  

Originally, they were still thinking about making a hype about it before selling it off.  

“There’s no need to worry about that. Just bring it to me.”  

Sean waved his hand slightly, then slowly reached into his pocket, as if he was getting something.  

Quill and the others did not understand the situation and could only remain silent.  

“My apologies, sir, but that necklace has already been reserved.”  

The store manager shook his head slightly, this matter had been emphasized by their boss beforehand.  

They could certainly not simply hand it over to Sean.  

“I know.  

“The name of the person who reserved the necklace is a Mr. Young, and this is the number he left.”  

Sean took a note out from his pocket and slowly put it on the counter.  

The store manager was stunned for a moment, then quickly picked up the note and compared it with 

the data on the computer.  

It was truly word for word.  

“Sir, are… are you Mr. Lennon?  

“My apologies. I’m truly sorry. I’ll get it for you this instant.”  

The store manager’s reaction made Quill and the others extremely bewildered.  

It did not take long for the store manager to come back, carrying a medium-sized transparent box in his 

hands.  

When the gold-rimmed red cloth covering the box was lifted, the contents inside. immediately caught 

everyone’s eyes.  

“Mr. Lennon, this is the treasure of our store, the Crystal Love Necklace.  

“The process of selecting and processing the diamonds was all done with the hands of master 

craftsmen.  

“This is the only necklace of its kind in the whole world.”  

The store manager spread his palms and introduced the necklace to Sean.  



“Woah!”  

In an instant, the entire jewelry store burst into exclamations.  

All the girls widened their eyes in admiration.  

That included a couple of the lady shop assistants, it was as if they also had stars in their eyes.  

Sean could clearly feel that Willow’s grasp on his hand had tightened and her breathing. had quickened.  

It seemed like Willow was moved by it.  

Of course, the beautiful necklace in front of them was truly heart-rending.  

Inside the transparent box, the necklace was resting on a piece of black flannel.  

Even if the necklace was not flashy, it was still an extremely luxurious piece of jewelry.  

However, that heart-shaped pendant was the one that others simply could not take their eyes off of.  

The light blue pendant was as clear as the water from a lake.”  

The surface of the diamond was gleaming, and the shape of a heart could be seen from any direction.  

It was hard to imagine that a diamond like this could leave a feeling of respectable opulence, so much so 

that one had the feeling of not daring to dirty it.  

It was as if it was alive.  

It made everyone feel they could only observe it from afar and were unworthy of event touching it.  

It was stunning. Absolutely outstanding.  

“Darling, if you buy this one for me, I’ll marry you right away!”  

Among the customers around, a girl could no longer hide her excitement and kept begging. her 

boyfriend next to her.  

“I want this necklace!”  

Quill quickly noticed how much Willow fancied the Crystal Love Necklace that he directly  

made a bid.  

“I want it too! What’s the price?”  

The surrounding customers rushed forward.  

“My apologies. This necklace is reserved for Mr. Lennon.”  

The store manager’s stance was very firm, and he immediately shook his head and explained to 

everyone.  

“What do you mean, reserved? Has he paid for it?  

“As long as he hasn’t, it’s not his.  



“It’s a good necklace so the highest bidder should get it. Don’t you all think so?”  

When Quill said this, many people nodded in agreement.  

Quill stepped forward and asked, pointing to the necklace.  

“What’s the price of the necklace?”  

The store manager paused for a while, but still gave the price.  

“This necklace is 300 grand. No discount.”  

Swoosh!  

The voices of the customers who were shouting earlier abruptly stopped, and their necks quickly shrank 

back.  

“Holy sh*t! 300 grand? No way!”  

“If you don’t get it for me, I won’t marry you.”  

“Married? Even if I sell myself off, I can’t even afford it!”  

All of the other customers kept their mouths shut.  

Quill frowned as well. He himself could not fork out 300 grand.  

After all, Quill Zimmer today was no longer the old Young Master Zimmer of the Zimmer family.  

With tens of millions in debt, where would Jon get that much money for him to squander?  

However, he refused to be humiliated either.  

Hence, he did not try to back off.  

“Do you like it, Willow?”  

Sean could not care less about the minds of Quill and the others but pulled Willow to the front of the 

counter.  

“I do… don’t… I don’t…”  

Willow subconsciously wanted to nod, but then shook her head again and again…  

A diamond necklace worth 300 grand was way, way too expensive.  

Sean shook his head slightly and chuckled, as Willow’s eyes had never left the necklace.  

Saying that she did not like it was clearly a lie.  

“Take my card.”  

Sean gently placed the card on the counter.  

He did not care how much the necklace cost. As long as Willow liked it, that was more than enough.  



“Woah! 300 grand! Is he truly getting it?!”  

“Who said that he was broke just now? The guy’s just being low-profile!”  

“That’s too crazy. Is he spending 300 grand on a necklace?”  

“My poverty has truly limited my imagination.”  

The surrounding customers were amazed.  

In particular, the persons who had expressed disdain for Sean before turned red in the faces.  

“How dare you snatch away the thing that I want!”  

Quill gritted his teeth and clenched his fists.  

“Even if I let you have it, will you be able to afford it?”  

Sean turned his head slowly and replied to Quill.  

Quill was speechless for a moment, and his neck flushed red on the spot.  

His heart was filled with even more rage.  

 


